5 reasons why you need a gay solicitor

1. Comfortable and confidential environment
2. Respect for you and your relationships
3. Recognition that we have some different needs
4. A gateway to other gay solicitors who can help
   in specialist areas
5. At MHD we have an award winning team
   of experts in all aspects of Family Law ready
   to help you

Call Donald now on 0131 556 0616
or email donald.skinneir@mhldlaw.co.uk

Visit our website: www.mhldlaw.co.uk

Glaschu

We so believe that you're the best
direct line to the experts.
They'll help you sort out
the facts from the fiction.

LGBT Centre for Health and Wellbeing Presents

Events coming up

LGBT Active Launch Night
Wed 5-8pm 26th Jan at the Regent Bar
Drop in to the Regent Bar to get more information on what physical activities we have available or speak to the activity leaders.

Walk 'n' Talk (LGBT History Month event)
Sat 1-4pm 5th Feb
Explore LGBT history on this exciting free guided tour!

Courses starting soon

(Booking essential)

Hearing and telling the stories that shape our lives.

Hearing Our Stories

Thursdays 7-9pm, 3rd-24th March

Acting out with the Luvvies!

Discover how to take a character from the page to the stage.

Tuesdays 7-9pm, 8th-22nd March

Anxiety Management

A 6-week course designed to assist you in understanding the causes and symptoms of anxiety.

Tuesdays 7-9pm, 15th Feb-22nd Mar

superstar DJs for the good
straight folks on a Fri night.

Bennetts had tributes galore
back in Dec with Cheryl Cole.

Take That and all the usual
suspects. They're pretty good
for their live acts to be honest –
they always pick the right
acts for their crowd. It's nice to
feel like the crowd you're part of is enjoying themselves – I sometimes think the Polo Lounge peeps watch live performances more out of duty than judgement as opposed to appreciation. I remember Bennetts had Adam Rickitt in a few months back, which is why
I'm a little surprised to see the Polo
putting on the same act a few months later but if we're all honest his act is a tepid that can keep coming back
again and again and satisfy even
time. The Rickitt will be live in the

Polo Lounge on the Valentine's weekend. I think I'll get myself in

the mood to 'breathe again' in the much improved
cocktail bar Moda.

But enough about nightlife! As Madonna
says 'my love's a Revolver' – it's the grown up gay bar
for the grown up gays.

The afternoon quiz has a few serious masterminds competing every week so if you're a bright spark you
really must come in and bash their

idea.

It's not that I don't say that I myself
have stayed in a little more than I'd
like throughout Jan and so I haven't
had the opportunity to check in on the
tLC boys at FRG. They still run
FEMMES HOMESQUEENS on a Thu
and Passionally on a Mon. I can't
honestly say I observe a huge
difference between these two nights in
either musical style or clientele, but
Shaun Roberts is in a doubt of the best DJs on the scene so that's
total.

I'm sad to say that I myself
have ended my previous
relationship with the
crowd taking control of the music and really
interacting with the crowds. It's only a shame her stalls for this one
free period only.

The staff are the

newest arrivals to the scene works hard to build

a following. Not that she's

no bad thing.
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I'm excited to see what else they use
their gallery space for in the future, and for the tone being the exhibition
is free, so stop by before it closes in
early Mar!

As ever I'm sure I've missed out

some particular, but we are lucky
enough to live in a city where there are
literally too many venues to mention in one feature. Next month I'll take a
walk and check out some of our other
hotspots to bring you the

lowdown. But don't you be reading too
much into that – it's far too cold for a
late night wander in Kelvingrove!

Catch ye!

The Highlands

Sat 12th Feb: The Highland LGBT Forum is holding a Valentine's masked ball at the Crown Court Hotel in Inverness from 7pm. Tickets from Moda or from Artminds, 104
Church Street, Inverness.

Dance, buffet, raffle and lots of fun! All LGBT folk and friends welcome.
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Here are we again, another new year! Will 2011 bring? Stay tuned for a quick round up of what’s happening on the ‘scene’ featuring: Changes, Challenges, One Night 2 Quizzes & more.

Cheerz Bar & Club is now under new ownership. Garry Lindsay and his team have taken over the helm from Lauren Douglas with karaoke, tunes and banter. "Now the focus is back... Miss Romy’s quiz is back on Thu from 8pm with chances to win and娱乐 on stage. Cheerz Bar & Club is now under new management, giving you even more time to socialise. The bar is open from Noon each day.

NHS Peer Support Project aims to provide the opportunity for people who are on the look out for new players, if you have people who have had experience and are looking for new people. The club is now taking new players, if you have people who have had experience and are looking for new players.

Granite City Stormers Football Club are wanting to form a team to play in the city. They are looking for new players, if you have people who have had experience and are looking for new players.

The Love Boat Wee Kend 2 the beans. Did they click, did they shag, ‘Take Me Out’ winners return to spill the beans. And for the weekend of love – February 7-9pm - exactly five years to the day of the Sat evening! This is an all-inclusive event, with MC pink, soft drinks, food and music available for all. The next event will be on Sat. The next port of call for the Love Boat is CCs on Sat, where Miss Dazzler will be hosting a bright and sparkly show. ‘Take Me Out’ winners return to spill the beans on Sat. And for the weekend of love –

The City Clinic is now open 4 nights a week at 5-10pm. They have now reduced their house prices, and Thursday’s are now free.

LGBT Youth Scotland are holding a fundraiser, this time for an orphanage in Scotland. They are looking particularly for LGBT people who have had experience and are looking for new players.

LGBT Youth Scotland are also making their mark in the city. They are looking particularly for LGBT people who have had experience and are looking for new players.

The LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing, the staff have been busy, busy getting ready for your submissions to the 2011 LGBT Festivals.
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Cheerz Bar & Club is now under new ownership. Garry Lindsay and his team have taken over the helm from Lauren Douglas with karaoke, tunes and banter. "Now the focus is back... Miss Romy’s quiz is back on Thu from 8pm with chances to win and entertainment on stage. Cheerz Bar & Club is now under new management, giving you even more time to socialise. The bar is open from Noon each day.
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LGBT Youth Scotland are also making their mark in the city. They are looking particularly for LGBT people who have had experience and are looking for new players.

The LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing, the staff have been busy, busy getting ready for your submissions to the 2011 LGBT Festivals.
A very excited Hamish Macdonell in Stars in Your Eyes!

The Scottish Daily Mail – ‘Fury Over Naked Teachers on Highland Roads’

The staff were horrified.

On the Isle of Lewis, the managing director of Isles FM, Rev Stanley Bennett, was sacked yesterday after it was revealed he had been to the Grabondo Gun gang’s top hit The Bad Touch in a gay friendly bar in the Netherlands and he and baby aren’t anything but mammals. Let’s do it like they do on the Discovery Channel.

On the Isle of Lewis, the managing director of Isles FM, Rev Stanley Bennett, was sacked yesterday after it was revealed he had been to the Grabondo Gun gang’s top hit The Bad Touch in a gay friendly bar in the Netherlands and he and baby aren’t anything but mammals. Let’s do it like they do on the Discovery Channel.
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New Concept GAY DVD’s
From as little as £7.50 per film
For our latest catalogue please send your name and address to:
New Concept PO Box 132 Wakefield West Yorkshire 8FJ1X
To receive your 2 free DVDs

BACK RUBS

Black Guy in Edinburgh
Advertising Pays
800-111-733

E-mail: Mike Arlen mikearlen@btopenworld.com

FREE. To take advantage of 5 day’s free membership, visit Web: cosunformations.co.uk. Web: www.scotsgay.co.uk

Edinburgh

Steady Rain Theatre’s In-House Full Massage

Full nude massage service offered by muscular, sporty, clean, black, friendly, discreet, professional guy. [0] Tel: 07551 321545. [110]

Edinburgh

Massage For Men - Edinburgh

Prostate massage, full body massage, sports massage, and tantric oil massage, all with discreet, experienced and friendly male masseur. Tel: 07985 980732. [110]

Professional Destinations

Glasgow

Mike Arlen’s Guys: 100’s of hunky guys online! For info. [0] Tel: 07551 321545. [110]

Glasgow

Scorpio Escort


Glasgow

Jointly offered by Mike Arlen who has been publishing called Mike Arlen’s Guys. Professional Domination, Dominant Crossdressers and crossdressers. Professional Dominators, full service. Tel:07561 015950. [110]

Edinburgh

Proofreading and tuition

I am a gay male offering a Hot Oil Swedish massage to industry standard. Fresh towels, shower facilities, very warm, private, showering facilities. Tel: 07985 980732. [110]

Glasgow

Naked By Nature

Can be just for hot oil massage, Can accommodate. Out/overnight available. £30/£20. Contact Jim at 07561 015950. [110]
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